SUNDOWN SALON: SUNDOWN SALON EVENT #1-30 participants: A + D Museum cultural organization #12, Chris Abani writer #21, Lida Abdullah artist #08, Amy Adler artist #10 #27, Andy Alexander artist #08, Mark Allen artist, machine project #01 #07 #12, Sasha Anderson #15, Andrew Andrew artists #14, Lisa Anne Auerbach artist #11, AVAF – Assume Vivid Astro Focus artist #18, Franko B artist #25, Katie Bachler dancer artist #29, Cara Baldwin artist #12, Felicia Ballos dancer #29, Math Bass #23, Eden Batki photographer #23, Madeline Baugh dancer #29, Justin Beal artist #09, Patterson Beckwith artist #04, Bedroom Walls band #01 #07 #30, Nina Jan Beier artist #22, Lamia Bensouda #15, Charles Beronio #15, Dakota Bertrand artist #08, Kelly Besser writer #08, Barbara Bestor architect #30, Bicycle Kitchen non-profit organization #12 #24, AJ Blanford designer #19, Blinker #08, Bon & Ging clothing designers #14 #20, Book Of Giant Pets band #01, Sissy Boyd dancer #29, Ewan Branda #24, Broken Arm clothing #08, Ingrid Bromberg artist #14, Ginger Brooks Takahashi artist #23, Reba Brooks Dancer #29, David Burns artist #20, Jeff Burton artist #10, C-Level cultural organization #12, Cacophonous Sarcophogous musicians #13, Joyce Cambell artist #20, Jeff Cain artist #18 #24, Kris Canning musician #07, Moriah Carlson artist #11 #14 #20, Casa Del Pueblo non-profit organization #12, Clint Catalyst writer #25, Center For Land Use Interpretation cultural organization #12, Krystal Chang #14 #19, Lynn Chan artist #08, York Chang artist #08, NorWood Cheek musician #04, Che’la Demuir #08, Layla Childs dancer #19,

*Because so many people have been involved in the work in so many ways, it is inevitable that a few may have been inadvertently omitted from this list. Apologies in advance! Please contact assistant@fritzhoe.com to let us know who we might have missed. We consider this list an important and evolving artifact of the work and would like to keep it as accurate as possible.*
Erica Cho artist #08, Susan Choi artist #08, Phyllis Christopher artist #08, Young Chung artist #08, Church Of Craft cultural organization #11, Paige Clark dancer #09, Kelly Coats artist #16, Collective Static dancers #29, Liz Collins Textiles fashion designer #11, Zak Cook musician #13, Laura Cooper artist #28, Coop Himmelb(l)au architects #14, Cornerstone Theater cultural organization #12, Clare Crespo artist writer craft #11, Sarolta Cump artist #08, Krysten Cunningham artist #06, Sara Daleiden MAK Center #14, Trinie Dalton artist writer #08 #09 #18 #21, D'Argento musicians #09, Mayumi Date designer #20, Valerie Davis #15, Deadlee musicians #08, Dearraindrop artists #11, Sean Delear performer #08, Roy Delgado #15, Delirious L.A. cultural organization #12, Dioscuri designers #14, Harry Dodge artist writer #23, Lecia Dole-Recio artist dj #08 #10, Cirilo Domine artist #08, Jim Drain artist #11, Tim Durfee architect #28, Ken Ehrlich artist writer #19, Lala Endara artist #08, Escher Gunewardena Architects #14 #30, Su Evers artist #08, Kirsten Everberg artist #06, The Extraordinaires musicians #24, Edie Fake artist performer #23, Feral Childe artists clothing designers #14, Erika Figel #15, Kim Fisher artist #04, Flor y Canto cultural organization #12, Christina Forrer designer #09, Foundation for Art Resources cultural organization #12, Kate Fowle curator #15, Eve Fowler artist photographer #08 #10 #19, Will Fowler artist #08, Laurel Frank artist #08, Malik Gaines artist curator musician performer #04 #10 #14 #25, Gizmo designers #14, Richard Glatzer film maker #10, Adam Goldman musician #01 #07 #30, Vince Golveo artist #08, Rita Gonzales Writer Curator #03, Jade Gordon Musician Performer #04 #14, Sara Grady producer #11, Graft architects #09, Jo Anna Granovetter artist #28, Matt Greene artist #08, Katie Grinnan artist #13, Julian Gross musician #01, Sabrina Gschwandtner artist craft #11, Asdis Sif Gunnarsdottir artist performer #06, Karen Hallock actress #04, Emilie Halpern artist #29, Tania Hammdri artist #23, Penny Hardy graphic designer #14, Jules Hartzell artist #13, Skylar Haskard artist #06, Marc Herbst artist #13, Robby Herbst artist #13, Marcus Herse artist #06, High Desert Test Sites cultural organization #12, Nguyen Tan Hoang artist #08, Jen Hofer writer #09, Sean Hoffman musician #07, Evan Holloway artist musician #13, Hot Boy Circus preformers #25, Hot n’ Heavy musicians #08, Susanna Howe photographer #09, Bettina Hubby designer #20, Scott Hug artist #18, Adam Hundt dancer #09, Ashley Hunt artist #08, Yoko Iida artist #19, The Institute for Advanced Architecture cultural organization #12, Janfamily artists #22,
Janet PantsDans Theater dancers #08, Journal of Aesthetics & Protest publication #12, Gabriela Jauregui writer #21, Katrin Jurati artist #28, K48 publication #18, Stanya Kahn artist performer #23, Dawn Kasper artist #06 #09, Vanessa Kaufman musician #07, Cassandra Kegler eesigner #15, Kelly & David musicians #30, Blain Kennedy artist musician #14, Brain Kenny artist #25, Chosil Kil artist #22, Marianne Kim artist #29, Soo Kim artist #28, Dred King performer #08, Byung-Ok Koh artist #08, Terence Koh artist #18, Alice Könitz artist #09, Jennifer Krasinski qriter #09, Christopher Kreiling designer #20, Damian Kulash musician #20, I.H. Kuniyuki artist #08, Rachel Kushner writer #21, L.A. Eyeworks #14, L.A. Forum for Architecture & Urban Design cultural organization #12, Alix Lambert artist photographer #20 #29, Liz Larner artist sculptor #14, Paulina Lasa artist #16, Lauren Lavitt artist #06, Jessica Lawless artist #23, Viet Le artist #08, Jbird Leary dancer #29,Christopher Lee activist #08, Matty Lee writer #25, Brian Lichtenberg designer #20, Martiniano Lopez-Crozet musician artist #09, Ruben Lorch-Miller artist #08, Los Super Elegantes musicians performers #09, David Lovering magician performer #07, L.T.T.R. artists #23, Claudia Rosa Lukas clothing designer #14, Marie Jan Lund artist #22, Shana Lutker artist #06, Machine Project cultural organization #12, Michael Magnan artist #18, Michael Mahalchik artist performer #14, MAK Center for Art and Architecture cultural organization #12, Kathleen Maloney #15, Elena Manferdini architect clothing designer #14, Daniel Marlos artist #11, Bridget Marrin model maker - film maker #11, Tina Marrin artist knitter #11 #14, Derek Martin #04, Kelly Marie Martin musician #24, Imran Masood artist #04, Materials & Applications cultural organization #12, Michelle Matthews artist #08, Alex May artist #20, Sabina Mcgrew photographer #20, David Meanix artist #08, Daniella Meeker #04, Althea Merback Miniatures artisan #11, Tony Meredith designer #08, Kimberli Meyer MAK Center curator architect #09 #14, Lucas Michael artist performer #08, Josephine Jan Michau artist #22, Mike, Oscar & Estas musicians #06, Lars Mikkelsen designer #03, Giles Miller artist musician #08 #09 #10 #14, Max Miller artist #08, Ashland Mines dj #23, Mirror Phase performers dj's #29, Modern Garage Movement dancers #29, Lize Mogel artist #03, Slava Mogutin artist writer photographer #25, Jennifer Moon #04, Sandeep Mukherjee artist #08, Ryan Mulroney #15, Muungano artists #24, Milena Muxquiz musician artist #09, My Barbarian performers musicians #04 #14 #29, Eileen Myles writer #21, New Energy
Collaborators & Participants

Dark Consort of Musicke performers musicians #30, Rebecca Niederlander artist #28, Nomads & Residents cultural organization #03, Ok Go musicians #20, Joshua Okon artist #09 #18, Piper Olf designer artist #09, Eugene Ong fashion designer #11, Jeff Ono artist #19, Catherine Opie artist photographer #08, Renato Ornelas artist #16, Andy Ouchi artist #04, Outpost for Contemporary Art Cultural Organization #12, Molly Owen hairstylist #20, Taisha Paggett artist #23, Jodi Paper #15, Phillip musician #18, Francois Perrin architect #30, Joseph Del Pesco curator #15, Chris Peters film maker #02, Renée Petropoulos artist #14, Ponce De Leon musicians #18, Nancy Popp artist #29, Robin Powlesland #15, Dina Pugh curator #15, Laura Purdy film video artist #28, Awny Rael make-up artist #20, R A K E T A artists #24, Jessica Rath artists #14, Iris Regn architect 328, Pipilotti Rist artist #06, Adrian Rivas artist #28, Sonya Robbins dancer #19, Robinschilds dancers #19 #29, Alexis Rochas architect #19 #30, Mark A. Rodriguez artist #28, Tim Rogeberg musician #13, Theo A. Rosenblum artist #18, Emily Roysdon artist #23, Dean Sameshima artist photographer #08 #10, Gae Savannah #11, Joel Searles #13, Alex Segade musician #04 #10 #14 #25, Diana Sieradski artist designer #28, Self Help Graphics cultural organization #12, Anna Sew Hoy artist musician #08 #09 #10 #19, Rae Shao-Lan Blum dancer #29, Lake Sharp dancer #29, Shannon Shelly graphic designer #14, Chloe Sherman artist #08, Shims musicians #08, Adam Sidell designer #11, Adam Silverman potter #08, Davon Slininger Artist #08, Michele Smith Artist #09, Sabrina Smith #08, Auriha Smolarski musician #07, Natascha Snellman musician #29, Laura Splan artist #08, Becky Stark artist musician #23, A.L. Steiner artist #19, Larin Sullivan #23, Nancy Sullivan #23, Erin Sylvester dancer #29, Taalman Koch Architecture #30, Nick Taggart artist #28, Jason Taylor musician #09, Melissa Thorne artist musician #01 #07 #11 #30, Nils Timm film maker #30, Nguyen Hoang Thuy artist #08, Timbre Space cultural organization #12, Totally Radd musicians #18, Emma Tramposch #15, Tam Van Tran artist #08, James Tsang artist performer #23, Jane Tsong artist #28, Ujein clothing designer #14, Christina Ulke artist #12 #24, Marcus Rene Van artist #08, Kimberly Varella dancer #29, Margo Victor artist #29, Thu Ha Vu artist #08, Nicholas Wagner photographer #20, Sarah Wagner #15, Angie Waller artist #06, We Are Lucid Dreaming clothing designers #14, Flora Wiegmann artist dancer choreographer #30, Wash Westmoreland film maker #05 #10, Sissi Westerberg artist designer #24, Aubrey White dancer